We Empower Organizations to be Reliably Successful in Executing Large, Complex Projects

The failure rate of Large, Complex Projects remains alarmingly high, not delivering the expected Value. This issue even puts in jeopardy the sustainability of some entire industries. At the same time, Infrastructure Owners expect to award turn-key contracts for larger and increasingly complex projects, and Contractors struggle to scale accordingly.

Project Value Delivery is a consulting company founded in 2011 to respond to those particular needs. Our mission is to help organizations tackle Large, Complex projects in a more reliable way. Ultimately we want to be able to deliver a framework that makes Large, Complex Projects a reliable endeavour. We are currently located in Singapore and France.

Our Clients are mainly:
- **Owners** that seek more reliable and sustainable project execution for their infrastructure needs,
- **Contractors** that have decided to enter the market of Large, Complex Project execution; this includes both newly established organizations, and companies that have been successful in executing smaller, simpler projects and intend to scale up;
- **Established project management companies** for Large, Complex Projects that encounter difficulties in the start-up or delivery of their projects and require support to resolve their current issues, and implement more robust operating methods.

Cost-Effective Consulting that Delivers Solid Business Results

At Project Value Delivery we believe that complex project success is based on 3 main pillars which require specific sets of skills and methodologies specific to Large, Complex Projects. All three need to be strong to allow for ultimate success.

Compared to the usual consulting companies, our consulting approach is extremely cost-effective: we have only senior hands-on consultants with large EPC project experience and we prefer to work on a retainer basis - you pay only when we work for you and we remain contactable in the meantime.

Because of our business experience in Large Complex Projects and at executive level in Project-driven organizations, we understand the needs and drivers of your business and we can provide solutions to enhance value - up to cost optimization and accounting methods reviews.
Who we are

We are a team of professionals experienced in delivering Large, Complex EPC Projects. We cover all aspects of the Project Soft Power™, Processes and Systems triangle.

Our Founder and Senior Managing Partner, Jeremie Averous, is an experienced senior executive, consultant, and trainer, certified coach, published author. He is passionate about helping people grow and about bringing teams of diverse people together to overcome seemingly impossible feats.

Jeremie has an extensive knowledge of the nuclear industry having been a senior nuclear safety regulator in France (covering both PWR reactors, decommissioning, waste management, and research facilities) and having been a member of the French Nuclear Pressure Vessel expert group. Jeremie is also an expert in Project Controls with a particular focus on risk management (from technical, organisational, and enterprise risk management) and cost control. He has experience setting up and running Project Control for billion-dollar projects in Oil & Gas megaprojects. He is hired on a regular basis by leading global Contractors and Owners for independent project reviews and audits, and to review processes and systems for adequacy. He is the author of acclaimed books on all aspects of Project Controls. Jeremie, a French national, has lived many years in South East Asia and is now based in Paris, France.

Our Senior Managing Partner for Europe, Ingvar Skogland, is an experienced Project Control Manager and Project Director who has managed large EPCI projects and contributed to the tender and setup of billion-dollar projects globally. He has been active in Malaysia, Australia, France, Norway, UK and West Africa, mainly in the subsea construction industry.

In addition to his experience as Project Director, Ingvar has significant strength in the Project Controls area and the project controls systems definition and implementation, including from an overall company perspective. He has recently supported the implementation of integrated project cost control systems for megaprojects. Ingvar, a Norwegian national, is based in Toulon, France.

Louise de Neve is an experienced systems project manager for large, complex projects. She is particularly experienced in developing and implementing simple, powerful and robust ad-hoc systems which enable projects to be performing even without the backup of a large corporate systems infrastructure. She routinely helps global project-driven organizations implement project support systems. Her track record includes the development and implementation of many document control and correspondence control systems and processes; the development of ad-hoc applications such as timesheet, vendor management, mobile-based data management systems etc. Louise is based in Singapore.
Our Principal Consultant Stephane Grauls is an experienced Supply-Chain systems project manager for large, complex projects. She is particularly experienced in Supply-Chain management and associated support systems, covering both pre-award and post-award management tools and processes. Her background in the business of more than 10 years as logistics manager and procurement executive, and more than 10 years developing and administering relevant systems, makes her particularly suitable for those projects. Her track record includes actual management of procurement and logistics on large international projects, and implementation of systems improvements to support those projects from purchase to post-award to payments. Stephane is based in Paris, France.

Our consultant Pierre Jung has 5 years’ experience in managing PMO and project control for medium to large size projects and supporting us in project reviews and performing project organisation performance analysis. Pierre is also proficient in IT systems and has setup and run a number of project support systems. Pierre is based in Paris, France.

In addition, we can mobilise proven professionals from our close network including specifically:

- a very experienced systems architect with long experience in project supporting systems design and setup, that can develop systems interfaces and implement technical solutions to facilitate project data management and dashboarding,
- very senior Project Directors with experience leading multi-billion industrial projects in specific advisor roles.
Our Publications: Advancing knowledge in the field of Large, Complex Projects

Part of Project Value Delivery’s mission is to improve knowledge and understanding around what makes large, complex projects successful.

We sponsor the publication of books which we expect to become standard reference books for different aspects of large, complex projects success factors. All our books are available worldwide from any online bookshop (such as Amazon), and in Kindle format. Currently available are:

- **The Pocket Guide for those Daring Enough to Take Responsibility for Large Industrial Projects** by Jean-Pierre Capron
- **Project Soft Power, Learn the Secrets of the Great Project Leaders**
- A series of 3 handbooks on Project Controls (Cost, Schedule and Risk)

In addition we also publish regularly White Papers on our website. They have been noticed by many as key references in the field of Large, Complex Projects. More than 100 White Papers are all available free of charge – just register with us on the website [www.ProjectValueDelivery.com](http://www.ProjectValueDelivery.com) and receive directly on your mailbox exciting updates about the art of Project Management.

Our Products

Our products are directly related to our three pillars. We have developed proprietary methods and tools to deliver the results that are needed for Large, Complex projects. In a number of areas, they are significantly different from those conventional project management tools used for simpler projects.

We focus on consulting, coaching and training interventions where we come in for a short to medium duration, analyze the situation, develop customized tools if needed, and transfer skills and methods to our clients so that they can implement them in a sustainable manner.
Our Values

We uphold and honour Project Value Delivery's values:

- Passion for project management and leadership
- Integrity to the interests of our Clients
- Customised, simple and effective solutions
- Action-oriented, hands-on intervention
- Seeking the right combination of soft and system approaches
- Developing and connecting project management leaders and best practices across industries
- Never compromising the long term for the short term

We recognize that to be effective, our interventions will involve access to confidential business information and make it a point to treat all information provided to us with the utmost confidentiality and integrity.

Our Clients

We are proud to have been trusted by these international Clients to help them on their Large, Complex Projects:

Contact

Contact us to know more: Contact @ ProjectValueDelivery.com, and visit our website www.ProjectValueDelivery.com and register to receive regular updates on our White Papers.